Our New 'Special Commentators.'
John Problem is pleased to announce that a well-considered figure from British politics will be
joining the on-line magazine as a Special Commentator.
His identity must remain hidden but we can reveal that he has spent 40 years in politics, has held
several important positions, both in government and in opposition, including Ministerial posts, and
has been active on many Select Committees. He will be writing frequent commentaries on the
politics of the nation, its leaders, and the implications of their policies for the British public.
He will use the pseudonym 'Raddled.' He has promised regular commentaries, which we
recommend our readers not to miss.
----------------------------------We are also delighted to announce that Peaches M'Clean, the famous young journalist and
activist, known as 'The Voice of the People' has joined our team.
Peaches writes in the long tradition of acerbic commentators on daily life.
Although not many of them had Peaches' astonishing beauty - which guarantees she is never
refused an interview.
Peaches has recently undertaken a series of interviews with the great, the good and our rulers in an
attempt to understand what they are trying to do - and also to attempt to make them understand the
wishes of the people.
These interviews include:
A session with the Head of the World Bank in which Peaches asked him to define 'the markets' and
'confidence,' and why bankers are still flourishing unpunished for the economic crisis.
An office meeting with Hollywood movie mogul Tod Schmuck, at which Peaches asked why
directors and producers think it's essential to use the 'F' word and the 'S' word in almost every
movie.
An on-line conversation with the CEO of Amazon in which Peaches congratulates him on running a
knock-out business that does what people want and doesn't rip them off. But questions how much
tax they pay.
A meal with three-star chef, Gianbattista Cavalcanti, where Peaches asks why restaurants advertise
'fresh food' when it mostly comes out of pre-frozen plastic bags or aluminium bags, filled in
factories.
“I just want to tell these immortals what ordinary people feel,” she says.
These interviews will be featured in future issues of johnproblem.com
Peaches M'Clean said she was thrilled to be working with the internet's most vibrant magazine.

